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Abstract 
Message efficiency is a prime concern in wireless computing because the nodes are resource constrained, failure prone, and 
sometimes mobile too. Over the years, the backbone construction has emerged as a powerful approach to achieve message 
efficiency and handle mobility in ad hoc wireless networks. In the existing literature, most popular techniques for virtual 
backbone formation are connected dominating set, weakly connected dominating set, cluster based approach, and tree based 
approach. The article summarizes these popular approaches on virtual backbone construction. 
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1. Introduction 
Wireless ad hoc network [12] is a temporarily created network without any fixed infrastructure or central control. 
Any two nodes in wireless network can communicate with each other if they are in the transmission range of each 
other and such nodes are called neighbors. The nodes that are not within transmission range of each other can 
communicate with the help of intermediate nodes. Thus, each wireless node works as router too. Therefore, the 
mobility or failure of a single node may adversely affect the application continuity. In order to mitigate this problem, 
some ‘better’ nodes are assigned ‘more’ responsibility related to routing and computing. These ‘better’ nodes are 
called backbone nodes. Any pair of non-neighbor nodes communicates through backbone nodes. The backbone 
nodes are connected in the form of some structure like tree, ring or any other logical structure. In other words, the set 
of backbone nodes form a virtual network. With the help of such virtual network route setup and maintenance 
becomes easy. The virtual backbone plays a very crucial role in the networks. It reduces the routing overhead and 
increases the convergence speed. In mobile ad hoc network (MANET), virtual backbone is used to handle the node 
mobility with fewer messages and in less time. In the article, we have included salient works that have proposed 
methods to deal with the formation of virtual backbone in wireless ad hoc network. Additionally, we have included 
algorithms that are applicable to construct virtual backbone for mobile ad hoc networks. The cognitive radio network 
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(CRN) is a new class of opportunistic networks that enhances spectrum utilization. In the end, we have discussed the 
scope of backbone construction in opportunistic networks too. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes various techniques to construct the virtual 
backbone for wireless ad hoc network. Section 3 presents the brief description on the formation of virtual backbone 
for mobile ad hoc network. Section 4 covers the introduction to cognitive radio network and the challenges in 
creating virtual backbone for it. Section 5 concludes the article.  
 
2. Backbone construction in wireless ad hoc network 
Connected dominating set (CDS) is a popular graphical structure to construct virtual backbone in wireless ad 
hoc networks. It is a set S of vertices, where every vertex in the network either belongs to the set S or adjacent to a 
vertex in S. A handful number of techniques have been proposed in the literature to compute CDS. Now, we will 
review some important and interesting algorithms for construction of CDS as well as virtual backbone in wireless ad 
hoc network.  
In [3], authors have focused on computing the CDS for the purpose of virtual backbone formation. The 
proposed protocol to construct the CDS is based on marking approach. It follows the following steps: (1) All the 
nodes are initially unmarked. (2) A node is marked, only if at least two of its neighbours are unconnected. (3) All 
marked nodes are connected to form a CDS. Further we have implemented this WuLi protocol in algorithmic form 
for better understanding. Assume that G= (V,E) is a representation of wireless ad hoc network. V is a set of vertices 
and E is a set of edges. NLi represents neighbour list of node/vertex i א V.  
Step 1. ׊ i א V, node i is unmarked. // all the nodes are initially unmarked.  
Step 2. ׊ i א V 
(a) Find out NLi       //calculation of neighbour list 
(b) Node i sends NLi to ׊ j א NLi    //each node is sharing neighbour list with neighbours.  
Step 3. ׊ i א V repeat step 4 
Step 4. Upon receipt of NLj by node i from ׊ j א NLi /*node i receives neighbour list from all its neighbours*/ 
(a) ׊ v א NLi , if v does not exist in NLj , where ׌j א NLi (v  j) 
then node i is marked /* if there exists atleast two unconnected neighbours of node i,          
node i is marked*/ 
(b) ׊ v א NLi and ׊ u א NLi (u  v), 
 If v exists in NLu then node is not marked. /*if node i’s neighbours are connected then node is 
unmarked */ 








                                              
                                                          Fig. 1. Construction of CDS.  
 
According to WuLi protocol, CDS is a virtual backbone for wireless ad hoc network. We implement this 
protocol on graph shown in figure 1. Assume that all nodes are unmarked and V= {A, B, C, D, E, F, H, I}. 
Neighbour list of each node is computed and given as follows.   
NLA={B}, NLB={A, C, D, E},  NLC={B, D}, NLD= {B, C, F}, NLE= {B, F, I, H}, NLF = {D, E}, NLI= {E, H}, NLH 
={E, I}. Since each node shares its neighbour list to its neighbours. Hence node A receives NLB and unmarked itself 
because it has only one neighbour, node B. Node B receives NLA, NLC, NLD, NLE, node A is searched in NLC and 
found that node A does not exists in NLC, it means node A and node C are unconnected and both are present in 
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applying this approach to other nodes we find that nodes D, F, and E are marked nodes. Thus connected dominating 
set C= {B, D, E, F} is computed and works as virtual backbone for graph G. Further authors have proposed two 
pruning rules: (1) if there are two vertices X and Y in G, and NLX is subset of NLY then node X is unmarked and 
removed from CDS C. (2) Consider three vertices X, Y, Z. If NLx is subset of union of NLY and NLZ then node X is 
unmarked.  
Alzoubi et al. in [2] have assumed, that a unit disk graph (UDG) G= (V, E) can be used as a representation of 
wireless ad hoc network. Where vertex V denotes a set of vertices or nodes or wireless devices, and edge E denotes 
set of edges or communication links between vertices. Two nodes can communicate with each other if an edge exists 
between them; it shows that they lie within the transmission range of each other. The authors agree that connected 
dominating set (CDS) can work as a virtual backbone for wireless ad hoc network, however they have proposed a 
novel approach, weakly connected dominating set for the same. WCDS is a dominating set and all the edges in 
dominating set together induce a connected subgraph. Alzoubi et al. have proposed two algorithms to compute 
WCDS: First algorithm is based on construction of maximal independent set (MIS) using level based ranking 
approach. In level based ranking approach each node is assigned a level, set of ordered pair (level, node id). 
Maximal independent set is an independent set that has no proper super set as an independent set, if S is an 
independent set then no edge exists between any pair of nodes. Following steps are used to construct the MIS. (1) 
Initially all the nodes of unit disk graph are coloured white. (2) Any white node is chosen randomly and marked it 
black, and its neighbour nodes are marked gray. (3) Second step is repeated until all nodes are marked by black or 
gray. The set of black nodes together form a MIS. Theorem 2 [2] proves that MIS constructed using level based 
ranking technique is a WCDS. And all edges incident on MIS nodes are coloured black and form a sparse spanner. 
According to second algorithm, WCDS [2] is a union of MIS nodes and connector nodes. There may exist at most 
two intermediate nodes between any pair of MIS nodes, these intermediate nodes are known as connector nodes and 
added to set C. After construction of set C, a set U, a union of MIS nodes and connector nodes form the WCDS and 
all edges incident on nodes of set U are marked black and form sparse spanner. WCDS has been chosen in place of 
CDS for virtual backbone construction because authors want to reduce the communication overhead. It is possible 
only because WCDS has less number of nodes as compared to CDS.  
In [4], the author has proposed a distributed clustering algorithm (DCA) for making cluster with a clusterhead 
in an ad hoc network. It is assumed that nodes do not move during the formation of clusters, thus network topology 
does not change. In a cluster, a node plays two roles either as a clusterhead or an ordinary node.  Each node in the 
network is assigned a unique weight that plays a crucial role for decision of nodes’ state in clusters. DCA has three 
following properties: (1) two clusterheads are not allowed to be neighbours (2) every ordinary node is affiliated to 
clusterhead having bigger weight in its neighbourhood (3) each node must have at least one clusterhead as 
neighbour. Thus a cluster is created by a clusterhead and its one hop neighbours. In this algorithm, each node has 
neighbourhood information, and the node having the biggest weight among its one hop neighbours sends the 
clusterhead message to its neighbours, stating that “I am a clusterhead”. When a node receives the messages from 
more than one nodes claiming as clusterheads, the node joins the cluster whose clusterhead has the biggest weight. 
As soon as a node joins any cluster, it sends the join message (containing its id and clusterhead id) to its neighbours.  
In this way, every node joins a cluster and each cluster has only one clusterhead. In [5], Basagni has proposed if all 
the clusterheads are connected together using the augmentation rule, then a virtual backbone is created in the 
wireless ad hoc network.  Augmentation rule says that two nodes are connected if they are at most 3 hops away, i.e. 
a path of at most two vertices. The intermediate ordinary nodes as well as clusterheads are together connected to 
form a virtual backbone. Now we are going to apply this algorithm on a graph shown in figure 2.  
Each node in the graph as shown in figure 2 is assigned a node id (weight). Since nodes B (14), E (17) and I 
(16) have the biggest weights amongst its one hop neighbours, hence these nodes send clusterhead messages in 
corresponding one hop neighbourhood. Nodes A and C join cluster B by sending join messages (A, B) and (C, B) 
respectively to its neighbours. A cluster is formed by nodes A, B, and C, whose clusterhead is B. Nodes D, F, and G 
join cluster E, and send respective join messages. Node H gets clusterhead messages from nodes E and I, it finds 
that node E has greater weight than node I hence joins cluster E. In this way, second cluster is formed by nodes D, 
E, F, G, and H having E as a clusterhead. Node K and J receives clusterhead message from node I (16), these nodes 
join the cluster I (16) by sending join messages. Similarly third cluster is created by nodes I, K and J having node I 
as a clusterhead. In the first step of the algorithm, we have found the clusterheads B, E and I.  Now it is time to 
connect clusterheads by following augmentation rule. Nodes B and E are connected by intermediate nodes C and D. 
Nodes E and I are connected by intermediate node H. Finally a virtual backbone is constructed by nodes B, C, D, E, 
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Fig. 2. A network graph 
 











Fig. 3. Constructed virtual backbone  
 
3. Backbone construction in mobile ad hoc network (MANET) 
A mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) [1] is a collection of mobile devices, which can make arbitrary movement. 
It is also known as self-configured, infrastructure-less network of mobile nodes. Nodes in MANET use wireless 
media to communicate. Since mobile nodes are free to move in any direction, the network structure is changed 
frequently and becomes an unpredictable network topology over the time. As we all know that no fixed backbone 
structure exists for mobile ad hoc network unlike wired networks. Hence MANET faces many challenges like 
instability in network topology, routing overhead, bandwidth scarcity.  
The effect of these challenges on network performance can be reduced by employing the virtual backbone in 
mobile ad hoc network, but construction of virtual backbone is itself a big challenge. A significant amount of 
research papers have been proposed on virtual backbone formation. Many techniques like node centric based 
algorithm, tree based clustering scheme have been developed. Further we are going to discuss few techniques to 
build virtual backbone in MANET.  
Basagni in [4] has also developed an algorithm to form a virtual backbone in MANET environment, known as 
distributed and mobility–adaptive clustering (DMAC) technique. Though he has also proposed DCA, however 
DMAC is different from DCA because nodes are allowed to move during the cluster formation that is not true in the 
case of DCA. The DMAC properly acknowledges the messages received and also reacts to the failure of link (due to 
nodes’ movement) or availability of a new link. This algorithm is almost similar to DCA having an extra feature, to 
handle mobility of nodes. It also uses the concept of clusterhead and join message, which have already discussed in 
previous section. There are five scenarios like (1) cluster setup or addition of a node to the network, (2) link failure, 
(3) availability of new link, (4) on receiving clusterhead message, (5) on receiving join message, where DMAC 
plays interesting role to maintain its gracefulness. During the cluster setup or when a node joins the network, each 
node decides its role. If there already exists a clusterhead U, such that joined node, V’s weight < U’s weight, new 
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declares itself as a clusterhead and sends the clusterhead message in its neighbourhood. In case of link failure, 
suppose a node V detects that node U has gone, node V checks its role, if it is a clusterhead then simply removes 
node U from cluster (V), If not then looks for another clusterhead Z belongs to neighbours of V. If there exists such 
Z then node V joins the cluster (Z), otherwise declares itself as a clusterhead and sends the clusterhead message to 
all its neighbours. In case of new link availability, when a node V aware of new link due to presence of a new node 
U, if U’s weight > V’s clusterhead’s weight then node V affiliates with cluster (U).   On receiving the join message 
(U, Z), node V checks if V=Z then it simply adds node U to cluster (V). If VZ, it means node U belonged to cluster 
(V) and now joining to another cluster (Z), node V deletes the U from cluster (V). If V is an ordinary node, then it is 
time to decide its role, whether it will join the biggest cluster (W) such that W’s weight > V’s weight or it is going to 
be a clusterhead. Actions in DMAC on receiving clusterhead messages by node V are identical with DCA’s actions. 
After cluster formation, every clusterhead is considered as a backbone node. In next step of DMAC, these 
clusterheads are connected with the help of intermediate nodes by following the augmentation rule to form a virtual 
backbone in MANET.   
In [6], authors have proposed a “Cluster Based Routing using K-Tree core backbone for MANET”. Here we are 
going to focus how K-Tree backbone is created. It is based on a distributed algorithm to find out a spanning tree. 
Two phases are followed to create the spanning tree: (1) in first phase forest is computed, forest is a union of disjoint 
trees, (2) all the distributed trees computed in first phase are connected to form a spanning tree, (3) in this phase, a 
rooted core tree Tr of spanning tree T (computed in second phase) is computed.  Tr is a path that minimizes the 
distance between root and all leaves. A parallel algorithm has been presented in [10] to compute k-tree core using a 
rooted core, this technique has been used also in [6] for the same purpose. Finally K-tree core works as backbone in 
MANET.  
In [11], Alzoubi et al. have proposed CDS for both wireless ad hoc networks and mobile ad hoc networks. The 
concept of minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) has been used for construction of the virtual backbone. 
There are various research papers on computation of CDS; most of these algorithms have poor approximation ratio, 
high time and message complexities. MCDS has been introduced to improve the time and message complexities in 
MANET. In this article construction of MCDS is based on MIS, first MIS (maximal independent set) is constructed, 
and then MIS nodes are connected using intermediate nodes to form the CDS which leads to MCDS.  Various terms 
like dominator, connector, candidate, and dominatee nodes have been used in [11]. Dominator is a MIS node; each 
node in graph is a candidate node before execution of the algorithm. Dominatee nodes are those, which are adjacent 
to dominators. Basically a CDS is constructed by combination of dominators, dominatees, and connectors. CDS 
maintenance is more challenging than its construction, because nodes’ movement leads the network in instable 
position. Once a CDS construction is completed, there are three scenarios that are responsible for changing in 
network topology and required to maintain virtual backbone. (a) When a node v detects the loss of dominator node 
u, if node v is dominatee or connector node, it changes its state as candidate node and broadcasts a warning message 
reporting loss of node u. If v has other dominators, it remains as a dominatee node. If v is a connector node 
connecting two are more dominators, it remains as a connector. Due to loss of node u, it is possible that few 
candidate nodes are generated. If a candidate node v has lower id amongst its neighbours, it declares itself as a 
dominator and broadcasts dominator message, further apply CDS algorithm locally to get connected with other 
dominators in the network. When a dominator node u joins a neighbourhood which already have a dominator then 
dominator with lowest ID becomes winner and maintains its state as a dominator, other dominators change its state 
as dominatee. Again the winner node applies CDS locally to get connected with other dominators in the network. (b) 
When a dominatee node or new node u joins new neighbourhood, if there already exists a dominator then node u 
keeps its state as a dominatee and exchanges the required information with one hop neighbours. If there is no 
dominator node, then node u declares itself as dominator and sends dominator message in its neighbours, and other 
nodes react based on CDS algorithm. (c) When a connector node u detects that a connector node w has left the 
network, node w is only responsible for node u to get connected with other dominators, then node u changes its state 
as dominatee. Whenever a dominator node u detects the loss of connector node w, node u applies CDS locally to get 
connected with other dominators and to find new connectors. In this way, CDS construction and maintenance are 
handled while nodes make arbitrary movement in the network.  
 
4. Backbone construction in cognitive radio network (CRN)  
Rapid growth in wireless networks leading towards scarcity of spectrum and connectivity problem among 
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wireless devices. Static allocation of spectrum has worked very well in past but now its leading to inefficient use of 
spectrum [8]. Due to the boom in wireless network technology and limited availability of frequency band, we are not 
able to manage the spectrum properly. Inefficient usage and limited availability of frequency bands necessitate the 
new paradigm of network that can use available wireless spectrum opportunistically. Cognitive Radio Network 
(CRN) is an emerging technology having capability of spectrum sensing, spectrum management, spectrum mobility 
and spectrum sharing [9]. 
Cognitive radio network (CRN) [7] consists of secondary users. Secondary users are those, who can use the 
channels opportunistically not occupied by the primary users. But as soon as primary users appear, secondary users 
need to vacate the occupied channel without disturbing the transmission of primary users. If a node in CRN wants to 
communicate it faces two problems. First it needs to set up a route from source to end. Route computation is very 
difficult due to dynamics of channel availability. Second even if a route is setup, it is unstable. 
First issue in CRN is how to implement cognitive process, whether in the form of centralized or distributed. 
Finding spectrum availability and spectrum selection are big problems. Few other challenges are like security, route 
setup and maintenance. Virtual backbone construction in CRN is more challenging as compared to other ad hoc 
networks. In previous sections, we have discussed many backbone formation protocols for wireless ad hoc network 
as well as for mobile ad hoc network. However, these protocols can’t be used directly in cognitive radio network 
because the spectrum sensing and management are required frequently in cognitive radio networks. Therefore, in 
cognitive radio networks, the virtual backbone formation protocol must have faster convergence and low overhead. 
Thus, a virtual backbone protocol is desired to possess following features:  
x Spectrum sensing 
x Spectrum management 
x Spectrum sharing 
x Faster convergence  
x Lower overhead 
In [7], authors have proposed an algorithm to construct the virtual backbone without a common control channel 
in cognitive radio network. In this approach, the cognitive radio network has been considered as a set of nodes. Each 
node has capability to know its current location. This network is also considered in rectangle form and divided into 
cells. Each cell further divided into subcells.  These subcells may be a collection of active or passive nodes. There 
are two states of each node either active or passive, active are those who transmit and passive are those who listen. 
Each node maintains two lists la, list of active nodes and lb, list of passive nodes. A set of available channels is 
allotted to each cell. Each node is also allotted a channel to listen from other nodes, known as initial home channel 
(IHC). And initial home channel is used to carry the control information. A node decides its state by its geographical 
location; if it finds itself in active or passive region it switches its state to active or passive respectively. Once the 
IHC is assigned to each node, active nodes start scanning the IHC of passive nodes by using channel hopping 
technique.  In this way, each active node has the list of passive nodes and each passive node has the list of active 
nodes. Therefore each node has the information of other nodes in a cell. In virtual backbone formation phase, cluster 
heads are selected from each cell by following the classical approach discussed in [13]. Cluster head selection 
efficiency can be improved by using the information stored on each node. Since in a cell, each node has the 
information of other nodes, it means the nodes have the information of highest priority node. Therefore node having 
the highest priority can be chosen as a cluster head by the nodes in a cell. Further authors in [7] applied the marking 
approach discussed in [13] to from the virtual backbone over the selected cluster heads. Next phase is end to end 
data delivery, in which single hop transmission and multihop transmission are used between source nodes to 
destination nodes.   
 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented the review of various techniques used to build the virtual backbone for mobile, 
ad hoc, and opportunistic network. We observed that graphical structure like CDS, WCDS, and MIS are more 
efficient and fault tolerant in creating virtual network as compared to conventional structures like ring and tree. In 
the end, we have also included a brief description on cognitive radio network and challenges in creating virtual 
network.   
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